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Is customer experience management

anything other than the repackaging of

original CRM concepts? Angela Eage

investigates .
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CRM
is

about as fashionable as a

dot-com IPO but vendors and
consultants still have to try to

make money out of

it;

and
organisations who invested

in the
initiative have no choice but to carry on
in

the hope of reaping financial
benefits

.
That

is leading to
a

reevaluation of what CRM is
about

,

manifested in the shift in usage of

the well-known acronym to the
conce et of customer experience
management (

CEM
)

.

But is CEM anything other than
the replacement of one set of

discredited letters with another
,

promoted by vendors and consultants

looking to
refresh their offerings in a

ragged market? Certainly not
, says

David Beresford
, managing director

of Diagonal Consulting .

" C''' is

what consultants want . CEM is
what

customers want
.
What has to be

justified is why it
didn' t do

it in the first

place . It
does sound like something

that has been dreamt up to

repackage someth:
r':

old hat. "

Gartner Group analyst Ed

Thompson also warns against the
wholesale embracing of CEM . He

says that
in five out of six

organisations CRM is being lçicked out of the
boardroom door

,

whereas customer

0

" CRM
is what consultants want

. CEM is what customers want
. What has to be

justified is why it didn'
t do it in the first place.

"

David Beresford
, Diagonal Consulting managing director
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experience management is grabbing
board-level interest; but he is

cautious ail the same .

"

The term CEM is

very important at board level .

Consultants know it
too

,

and have
CEM practices built around it

,

so

do vendors .

"

Be cynical ,

"

he says .

"

It is rebadging
but it also has a serious Bide.

"

Thompson says the academic world
is driving research into CEM because

despite high levels of spending on
CRM -annual worldwide spending
amounts to between $7bn and $8bn
-customer satisfaction levels are

dropping across industries .

Satisfaction levels
Customer satisfaction is

a key
economic indicator

. The American
Customer Satisfaction Index

(

ACSI
)

measures household consumption
experience .

It tracks trends in

customer satisfaction using a
set

of

causal equations that link customer

expectations , perceived quality ,

and

perceived value to customer
satisfaction .

In turn
,

satisfaction is linked
to

consequences as defined by
customer complaints and customer

loyalty (

measured by price tolerance
and customer retention

)

.

By combining this informatio .

with selected financial data
,

organisations can calculate the net present
value of their customer base and
estimate its value as an asset over time .

Recent ASCI results show that
customer satisfaction is declining in

certain industry sectors . In finance and
insurance

,

satisfaction levels are

down 1.7%% overall year on year ,

while in the ecommerce sector
,

which includes retail
,

auctions
,

brokerage and travel
,

satisfaction has

dropped 2.7%% . This
is the first time

since measurement
of the sector

began in 2000 that ail ecommerce

categories are down . Although the
reductions do not seem large , they
represent significant drops in the
context of the index .

The percentages are significant
because customer satisfaction and
consumer spending growth are

strongly related . The ACSI reports
indicate that spending grows at an

average annual rate
of 3.8%%

,

but
when satisfaction drops by 0.3 points

or more average spending declines to

3.2%% . In the US market that
represents

a différence of about $46bn on
an annual basis .

Although the ASCI does not
correlate customer satisfaction with CRM
spend ,

the sectors that have

traditionally spent heavily on CRM such
as finance

,

insurance and
ecommerce

,

are suffering declining
satisfaction ratings; while those that have
not

,

like food manufacturing ,

are
static

or improving .

Despite its narre
,

CRM was ail
about automation and the efficiency

of internai sales processes . It was not

particularly concerned with
understanding and meeting customer
needs . It set up expectations that
companies were either unaware of or

unable to meet . CEM
is an attempt to

highlight the need to look at the business

from the customers' perspec

"

People like rolling out

technology more than

addressing customer

needs . You need
to

put marketing in the

context
of

a specific

customer need and

you need to create

value for both the

customer and the

provider.
"

Solomon Trujillo ,

former chairman and
CEO of hoth USWest

and Orange

EXECUTION CHALLENGES

While CEM does reiterate much of what CRM was supposed to be about
,

it is also an expansion of

the concept from pure front office
,

historical
, operational and transactional issues to embrace more

analytical and subjective criteria . For that it requires different types of customer data .

According to Colin Shearer
,

VP of customer analytics as SPSS
,

there are fourtypes of
customer data .

Descriptive data includes attributes
,

characteristics
,

self-declared information and demographics;
behavioural data covers such things as orders

,

transactions and payment and usage history . Attitudinal
data describes less formai information such as customers' opinions , preferences ,

needs and desires;
while interactional data comprises customer offers

,

results
,

context
,

click streams and text notes in cal )

centre applications ,

email and SFA systems .

" Most organisations who have invested in CRM have descriptive and behavioural data but not
attitudinal and interactional data

,

"

says Shearer
. It is this type of data that

is needed for CEM and
moves CRM frorp transactional and operational mode to analytical and experience-based CEM

.

tive .

" You can solve a great
proportion

of customer problems if you
look at

it from the customers'
perspective ,

not your own or the

company' s

,

"

says CRM guru Don
Peppers of Peppers and Rogers
Group management consultants .

Customer satisfaction goes hand in

hand with expectation and the ability
to manage expectations set by factors
such as brand

,

the latest marketing
campaign ,

even t' e actions of

competitors that change the way a

company' s own customers view it
.

Understanding and managing the
customer experience at each point of

contact is an important part of

maintaining or improving customer
satisfaction and the more understanding
of this increases the more deliberate
and granular the exercise becomes .

CEM describes the attempt to

define the experience at each point of

contact
,

from the type of interaction
-phone ,

letter
,

email
or web page ,

for
example , taking into account the
différent types of customers who will
use the channels-and cascades

through the expected response .

"

The brand sets the expectation but
it has no power or operational
impact ,

"

says Gartner s Thompson ,

so it is up to the company to set the

expectations before
, during and after

the interaction .

"

Advanced
companies set expectations so the customer
does not set their own

,

"

he adds .

Amdocs refers to this as the
intentional customer experience . Using
this approach companies can

organise themselves so they remain
in control and have the resources to

meet expectations . It goes way
beyond traditional CRM

,
however

,

and is why vendors such as Siebel
and Amdocs are expanding what
they define as CRM to include areas
as diverse as analytics , billing ,

customer order management , employee
relationship management and
inventive management .

In terms
of CEM execution

,

organisations need to understand
customers' needs and build the business
around them . But it also adds

complexity to the business and not every
company is willing or able to do it

,
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according to Solomon Trujillo ,

the
former chairman and CEO of both
USWest and Orange .

"

People like rolling out technology
more than addressing customer
needs . You need

to . put marketing in

the context of

a specific customer
need and you need

to create value for
both the customer and the provider .

Needs-based segmentation is

différent from technology or

productbased segmentation ,

"

he says .

Competitive advantage
CEM

is
also about creating

différentiation for competitive advantage
and there

is some evidence of CEM

concepts being put into practice and
wor

'

ng . In the US
,

small retail store

Target addresses the same market as

the giant Walmart
,

but on surveys it

has
a

much better brand image .

Having corne to the conclusion that
it

could not compete head to head on

price ,

it
looked

at its customers'
needs and desires and worked to

differentiate itself by addressing those
instead . So

,
rather than being price

based
,

its adverts reinforce the brand

image .
It spends money on

understanding what the customer wants to

experience when they are
in the store

or trading with the company online .

Operational initiatives
to

back this

up include a credit card
,

which
is an

attempt to generate loyalty and can
be used to feed understan s ing of

the customer base and the type of

experiences they prefer; and the
commitment to donate to the
customer'

s
school

or charity of choice
whenever a credit card transaction

is

carried out .

CEM is not
,

however
, just about

giving a customer everything they
want regardless of the cost to the

company ,

or universally keeping
prices high and costs low to

maximise company margins ,

but
maintaining the right balance for différent
kinds of customers .

In Don Peppers' view
,

that means

understanding and generating
return on customer

(

ROC
)

. It

requires a differentiated approach to

market that maps to customer
'

lifestyle and life stage .
It

is
about

doing what CR
"

1vI was expected to

Don Peppers ,

Peppers and Rogers
Group CRM

specialist

do but with the benefit
of experience

and the knowledge of how difficult it

is to execute .

"

ROC adds a différent
dimension

,

"

he says .

"

Marketing
aims

to maximise customer reach;
ROC looks

to customer satisfaction
.

They can be used in conjunction but
it generates conflict

,

" for example ,

is the customer
or the product the

key driver?
"

Return on customer
is

a new
metric

,

"

he adds
. It is based on

current and historical value
of the

customer combined with knowledge
about changes in customers'
intentions because this affects customer
value and ultimately company value .

A customer'
s lifetime value is not

static
,

however
,

it changes according
to events and life stages ,

so
organisations need

to identify the leading
indicators of change . These could be

age , marriage , mortgage and other

lifestyle events
. Using these

indicators organisations can assess the
lifetime value of the customer

,

what

stage they are at

,

and what they are

likely to do next
,

and tailor their

z

O

Z

â

O

V

activities
,

offers and they way they
approach the individual accordingly .

CEM reflects a shift from a

shortterm tactical play in terms of how
customers are managed to one that
considers their long-term value

,

but that transition has widespread
repercussions as to how the business
is managed .

Peppers says the objective is to

create value
,

even in commodity
markets wh=re technology has been
used

to
drive productivity and cut

back-office costs but has also
minimised différentiation between

players . The answer lies in using the
customer base to create value in one
of two ways ,

he says: through s

ortterm sales that relate to current
customer value; or by understanding
and modelling future intentions to

capture lifetime value
.

Customer memory
The longer-term CEM view

is
based

on understanding how and why
customers act as they do

,

what
motivates them

,

what their current
needs are and how they have

changed over time
,

then using that
information

to ensure that they
receive the most appropriate level
and type of experience . It could be

something as simple as unified
billing-simple from the customer' s

point of view but
a

real business

challenge for telecom companies
to the absence of spurious offers
because the organisation knows that
the customer has already taken up
their bouse insurance offer

.

This
is

what Peppers refers to as

customer memory . "A business that
is focused only on transactions in the
short term does not have customer
memories

. Customer trust has no
value for a firm that has no memory

of past and no regard for the future "

As markets become more commoditised and margins narrow
,

organisations need to differentiate themselves
,

and as this cannot be
achieved on price alone

,

customer expectation and experience will
become more important . CEM

is
nota replacement for CRM; it

is what
CRM should always have been . CEM is not

a technology that can be

packaged and deployed but is a business approach ,

so do not look to

vendors for CEM solutions and be wary of those that daim to be

offering them .
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